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30 DAYS TO WELLNESS

BREATHE DEEPLY
Inhale and exhale deeply. 

Take long breaths and hold each

one for a few seconds.

DIGITAL DETOX
Switch off a few hours before bed.

Avoid blue light screens and turn

on night mode if you have to!

BRISK WALK
Head outdoors, take in the fresh

air and enjoy being outside.

STRETCH
Release any built up tension by

spending 5-10 minutes

stretching.

GRATITUDE LIST
Write down 5-10 things that you

are grateful for.

MORNING MINDFULNESS
Make time to shower, have a slow

breakfast and avoid using your

phone as soon as you wake up.

STAY HYDRATED
Try to drink 2 litres each day. Our

bodies and brains work better

when hydrated.

HOT BATH/ SHOWER
Set time aside to relax and enjoy a

hot, therapeutic shower.

LAUGH
Watch or read something funny

and enjoy the benefits of having a

giggle!

DE-CLUTTER
A tidy space can help clear your

mind and focus more clearly.

MASSAGE
Circulation will be boosted,

tension released and you will feel

very relaxed and calm.

CONNECT WITH NATURE
From gardening to feeding the

birds, take some time to appreciate

what is around us.

DO A PUZZLE
Stimulate your brain with a jigsaw

or crossword and enjoy the time

away from the screen.

 

Let your mind wander as you

colour in, allow your brain to

switch off from daily noise.

COLOURING IN BOOKS
Light a candle, enjoy the scent and

watch the flame as it flickers.

Focus on that and breathe deeply.

LIGHT A CANDLE
Contact friends, family, co-workers

or a stranger. Human connection is

good for our mental health.

 CONNECT
Volunteer, donate items, or give

money to a worthy charitable

cause.

GIVE BACK

MOVE
Try to move your body, even just

briefly. Take a walk on your lunch

break to recharge and refresh.

TASK LIST
Every night, make a list of tasks

you want to achieve that next day. 

FOOT GROUNDING
If you are feeling jittery, place your

feet on the floor, breathe in for

four seconds, then out for four

seconds. Repeat 5 times.

JOURNALING 
Whether you want to document

the days events or scribble down

random thoughts, putting pen to

paper can help ease our minds.

PRACTICE GENEROSITY 
Give someone a compliment, or

your time. Allow other people to

benefit from you.

LISTEN 
Devote some time to listening to

what someone has to say, focus on

a noise in the background, be still.

NOTICE THE LITTLE THINGS
Take some time to appreciate the

little things in your life that make

you happy.

LEARN
Our brains thrive when engaged in

learning. Take up a new class or

hobby and enjoy the rewards.

THANK YOU
Write a letter to someone thanking

them for something that they have

done for you.

FORGIVE
Let go of any feelings and

thoughts that have left you unable

to forgive. 

SLEEP
Set a regular sleep schedule and

stick to it every night.

Try to get at least 8 hours.

SELF-CARE
Set time aside for a full morning

and evening skincare routine. You

will be glowing!

Eating well will help you to feel

energised and focused. Try having

a healthy, filling breakfast.

NUTRITION


